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(LES) The Department of Defense (DoD), Criminal 
Investigation Task Force (CITF) requested that the FBI provide an b6 -3,4 

uncite on interviews the FBI has conducted withl 	 I 	b7C -3,4 

1 

	

	at b7D -1 
Guantanamo Bay (GTMO), Cuba. The following is in response to b7F -1 
CITF's request: 

(U) 

agents.1 
throughout the interview. 

	l was interviewed by FBI 
agents I 	 lwas uncooperative 	and remained silent 
throughout the interview Onl 	  lammed  
his head  against his cell door in an attempt to injure himself. 

was unconscious for a short period of time and received 
stitcnes on his forehead. 

(u) --- 	Onl 	 j was interviewed by 
FBI agents 	 lwas uncooperative ana refused to answer 
any questions until he is moved out of delta block. 

	I was interviewed by 
FBI agents Jr 

 was uncooperative throughout the hour long 
interview He refused to answer any questions, stating that the 
answers were already in his file. 

(13) 	 'said that he would cooperate again if he 
were transferred to Camp 4 (Camp 4 is a reward for cooperating 
detainees). It was explained to him that transfers to Camp 4 
were done after a detainee has fully cooperated not before. 

I was asked a series of Questions  relating 
	1 He 
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	l was interviewed by FBI 
was uncooperative and remained silent 

(1J). 

to his activities 
declined to answer any of these questions 
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1  He added that anyone who said he 	b7D -1 

Ils a liar and he wished to face them b7F -1 

in court 

b6 -3,4 	 (in  X  I 	 refused to comment on his relationship 
b7C -3,4 with 	 stating that this information is in his file 
b7D -1 

b7F -1 	 M >c( When! 	 Iwas asked about his relationship 
with 

	i retusea to comment turtner 
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b6 	-3,4 I was asked about a scar on his right arm 

b7C -3,4 He replied that it was the result of a suicide attempt, which he 

b7D -1 claimed was one of several since his incarceration at Camp Delta 

b7F -1 a;):‹ It was explained to 	 that his conditions b6 

at Camp Delta would improve only it ne 	u 	y cooperated 	He b7C 

responded that his situation here would only last one more month, b7D 

and refused to elaborate on this statement b7F 

was interviewed pursuant 

re use• to oo at t e photos 	 risubsequently  agreed to 
view the photos but did not recognize tne individuals  I  

m>‹, Onl 	 
o a lead from 

nitia v 	was uncooperative anc 
	1 
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